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A Model Reference & Sensitivity Model-based Self-learning Fuzzy Logic Controller 
as a Solution for Control of Nonlinear Servo Systems 

Abstract: Inthispapz, design, simulation and experimental verification 
of a self-leaning tizzy logic controller (SLFLC) snitahle for control of 
nonlinear SCNO sys;;ma are described. The SLFLC contains a leaning 
algorithm that udlizes a second-order reference made1 and a sensitivity 
mcdel related to the fuzzy controller parameters. The effectiveness of the 
proposed controller has been tested in tbe position control loops of two 
chopper-fed dc servo systems, frst by simulation in the presence of a 
backlash nonlinearity, then by experiment in the presence of a gravity. 
dependent shaft load and fairly high static friction. The simulation and 
expimental results have proved that the SLFLC provides desired closed- 
loop behavior and eliminates a steady-state position mar. 

Keywords: Fuzzy Systems, Fuuy Control, Sensitivity Model, Self- 
teaming Fuzzy Logic CmtroUer, Nonlinear Servo System 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Self-organizimg fuzzy logic coutrollers have been successfully 
applied to various control prooesses such as a pH-neutralization, 
inverted pendnlnm, mbot drives, induction motor and many others 
[I-51. Since Mamdani [I], many researchers attempted to improve 
the performance of self-organizing mechanisms and establish a 
more systematic method for designing and hming the fuzzy 
couhller. Some of them used neural nets and some of them used 
a reference model [6-IO]. 

The S L n C  which utilizes a sensitivity model and a 2nd-order 
reference model has been effectively introduced for control of a 
nonlinear control system [IO]. Sensitivity functions as a measure 
of influence ofa particular variable or parameter on the focused 
vnriable are used for pluming of intervention in the system. But 
this presumes a differentiable character of a function describing a 
dependence oftwo variables (or variables and parameters). There 
is a class of ?kq conbollers widely used in praotical applications, 
usually called the singleton fuzzy controllers, which can be 
organized to assume an analytical and differentiable fonn [lo]. 

The paper presents a design, simnlation and experimental 
verifioatiou of nn SLFLC that is organized by means of a model 
reference-bnsed nnd a sensitivity model-based learning 
mechanism. 
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The paper is organized in the following way. First a brief 
description of the strnchwe of a nonlinear positioning (astatic) 
fuzzy control system is given. Then the synthesis of a self- 
leanhg f u u y  controller is explained. Further we show 
simulatiou results obtained in the positiou control loop of a 
chopper-fed do senro system affeoted by a backlash nonlinearity. 
Tben we show experimental results obtained in the position 
control loop of a chopper-fed do servo system Rffected by a static 
friction and dynamic gravitation-dependent load variations. 

11. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL PROBLEM 

Let us consider control of an nnlmown time-varying 
nonlinear astatic high-order SISO control process described as 
follows: 

(1) y ( t ) = ~ ~ ) ( t ) , y ( ~ - I ) ( f )  ,..., y ' ( t ) ,~~) ( t ) ,u (~- ' ) (T) ,  ..., u'(t),u(t),t]td(t) 

where d(t) denotes a measurement noise. 
The fuzzy controller used in the SLFLC scheme is a singleton 

fuzzy controller. How much will the j-th fuzzy control rule 
contribute to the defuuifed control output depends on a degree 
of coutributiou described with the fuzzy basis function [IO]: 

where: e(k)=y@)-y@) - system error, dy(k)=y&)-y(k-I) - 
change of system output, p - number of fuzzy subsets of e@), q - 
number of Fuzzy subsets of dy@), r = pq - number of rules, p, - 
membership function of a fuzzy implication. 

The SLFLC (Fig. 1) contains a nonintegral (PD) fuzzy 
controller to be organized and aproportional (P) controller: 

u ( k ) = r [ e ( k ) ~ ~ k ) A + k ~ ~ ~ k ) =  

where: A, - centroid of the fuzzy controller output subset 
activated by the I-th fuzzy d e ,  $, - fuzzy basis funotiou of the 
I-th fuzzy rule, k, - proportional gain coefficient, 1 - fuzzy 
controller parameter vector. 

The controller parameter vector 1 contnins the following 
parametem output subset centroid A,, input subset centroid of e 
and dy, 0," and op', and widths of input subsets of e and dy , w,' 
and w,dY. 

Regarding a determination of desired closed-loop dynamic 
behavior, a secoud-order reference mcdel is used 

y ~ k ) = ~ g ; l * y ~ ~ - l ) + a ~ * y ~ k - 2 ) + b ~ , r u , ( k - 1 ) + b ~ * u , ( k - 2 )  (4) 

The synthesis of the SLlXC has a goal to find a set of control 
rules which would enforce a control system to have a minimal 
reference model tracking error: 
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“I + 

e,&) =y,&) (5) 

A sensitivity model of a fuzzy controlled system can be built 
only iffuzzification aud d e M c a t i o n  operations have a form that 
allows a fuzzy input-output mapping function to assume an 
analytical and differentiable form. In tlus sense, an inference 
engiue will utilize a product operator: 

y[e(k),dY(k)l = ~ j W ) l  *~,“[dy(k)l , (6) j=1,2,,..,r I=1,2,..p k=1,2, ...q 

Following the principle of differentiability, membership 
functions have a form 

where c: is a centroid of a membership function #, nud 
a width of a inembership functiou ~ 1 .  

is 

111. DESIGN OF A SELF-LEARNING I;UZZY LOGIC CON~ROLLER 

A total differential of the system oulput y(k) w.r.t. small 
variations of controller oaranieters k=const.) is determined bv 

sets A, (input membership functions remain predefmed). 
Therefore. 

Accordingly, equation (8) aswnes a form: 

qA~k)-G_{~J[e(k) ,~Y(k) l}  (14) 

It may be ‘seen that transient behavior of all sensitivity 
fmctious depends on the dynamic characteristics of the control 
process, G,=@(k)/aU(k). Since the exact model of the control 
process (I) is unknow a reference model (4) could be assumed 
for a reasonable process approximation. 

If the reference model (4) is repieseuting the process 
approximation G,, then sensitivity functions have a form ( for 
simplicity, $$e(k), dyQ]  is replaced by &(k)): 

(15) + b ~ , * ~ j ( k - l ) + b G ~ * 0 j ( k - 2 )  

Let us make the following assumptions: the static part of a 
confml pmcess is inherently stable, the boundary values (limits) 
ofthe systmi output y(k) aud the tracking error e,(k) are known, 
the reference input y(k) is inipoaed as a sequence of alternating 
step chauges. In this case, a learning algorithm hns a form 

qA((k)=uG, *qALk-’ )+uL2*qA,(k-z)i 

i=l ,  . . r, i?j 

where K denotes a current l e d g  iteratiou (i.e. a cnnent run of 
the system). The m e d g  of tlus is that centroids A; we changed 
only once during each run of the system. A new ruu of the 
system starts with a new change of y(k). It must be noted, that 
appmximate eqlwlitv in (1 1) is inteutionallv replaccd bv normal . .  
e&iabty in (~t?). . 

The sensitivity function equation (15) holds for every 
sampling interval, while the modification of the centroid 4 is 
executed oulv once in thc learuuie iteration. Therefore. it is 

where qh are sensitivity functions related to parameters of the 

A Sensitivity function of the controller output w.r.t. controller 
parameter vnriations has the following form 

%=-%r[e(k)cly(k),a]) aa, an, (10) 

Iusertion of (IO) into (9) and further in (8) yields: 

Equation (11) can be used for assessment of controller 
parameter variations that would providc a given Change of the 
system output. The given change of the system output Ay(k) 
coincides in the model reference contxol concept with a tracking 
m r  G. Iu the proposed concept, system parameter variations will 
be compeusated only by modifymg the centroid of the fuzzy output 

necessluy topick the moment wh& influence of a p a r t h a r  
controller parameter is the highest, and that is in the maximum 
of the corresponding sensitivity function. 

p; = G(v;) = rnaw[q3)] (17) 
On insertion of (17) into ( Ih ) ,  the learning law assumes a 

{ eak), G(Q P>M, M: } 
(18) 

form 

i=l, . . r, i i j  

The speed of learning depends on dyuamic characteristics of 
the sensitivity functions generated duriug the system output 
transient response. During a learning interval, it may happen that 
some snwitivity function reaches a m8ximum value lower than 
a predetermined threshold value 6. This means that the 
wnrespondingcen!mid has a negligible iuflueuce on the process 
behavior, and so remains uuchauged. 
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In the fust nm, a dynamic behavior is determined only by the 
proportional controller and the tracking error exceeds 30% of the 
iniposed change ofthe reference input. 

Figs. 3a, 3b and 30 show the snme group of responses 
obtained after thirteen learning iterations (positive runs) of the 
system. The system follows the refmnce model vety closely nud 
the steady-state trackmg error is kept below 5%, thus proving a 
convergence of the lenming process. In addition, the controller 
output (Fig. 30) has a very acceptable nonoscillatory form. The 
steady-state error is kept within +I% which is a significant 
achievemcnt, since the dead-zone o€ the backlash would 
normally cause n static error within +IO%. 

v. EXPEKIMENrAI. RESULTS 

The proposed SLFLC bas been tested by a series of 
experiments in c m  of controlling the nonlinear position loop of 
a chopper-fed dc sew0 drive (Fig. 4). During experiments, the 
dishibution of membership fuuctiotls (7) has remained the same. 

IV. SIMULATIONRESILTS 

The pmposed SLFLC has been tested by coinpoter simulation 
in case of controlling the position loop of a laboratoiy dc servo 
drive ES 130 (Feedback Inc.) affecled by the impact of a backlash 
nonlinearity. The rated parameter values are: L = 1 7 5  r a W s  
(nniplifer & motor gain), Tm=I60ms (clectromnechanical time 
constant), N=16 (geu ratio), K,=28.65 V/rad (feedback gain), 
b=0,015 V N  (1' gain). The width of a backlash is set to i 3'. 

The parameters of tlie 2nd-order reference inodel are 
deteimined according to the selected perfomaiice indices: 
overshoot ui response, a,=1.52%, and a h i e  of rnaxinim 
&=0.53s, which yields (sampling interval 'Ts = 0.01 s): 

y d k )  = 1 . 8 4 2 9 ~ ~ k -  1)-0.852 ly&-2)+ 
t 0.0047~~(~-1)+0.0045~~(k-2)  (19) 

The model (19) is also used ns a part of the sensitivity model 
(1 5). Fivc linguistic subsets with the coirespoiiding membership 
€unotions (7) have been defmed for both fiimy controller iuputs 
(normdized universes of discourse E and DY): LN (c=-1, 
w=0.227), MN (c=-0.4, w=0.048), Z (c=O, w=0.01), MP (c=0.4, 

Thc proposed filzzy coutrol incthod has been tested in case of 
a series of step changes of tlie reference input eqiial to A.8,=130". 
Fig. 2a shows the reference model and the measured system output 
responss obtaiiied &LT f i  thee nms of thc system. Thc negative 
e€fezt ofa backlash in tbc measured system outpiit is clearly seen. 
Figs. 2b and 2c show the trackmg error and the controller output 
responses, respcctively. 

~=0.048), LP (c=I, ~=0.227).  
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The position loop is affected by the impact of a static friction 
and nonlinear gravitation-dependent shaft load (TL=T,sinB) as 
shown in Figs. 5 and 6. The block structure of the nonlinear control 
process is shown in Fig. 7. The rated parameter values are: 
&=0.015 V N  (P gain), &=U45 "/rad (feedback gain), K=O.191 
Nd& K=0.106 V/A (armnture gain), JT=2.7e-' (no load), 
JT=1.27e" (max.load), N=4 (gear ratio). The length of a load bar 
is 27cm, and weight of the weight is 0.22 kg. 

The parameters of the 2nd-order reference model are 
determined according to the selected pedormance indices: 
overshoot in response, 0,,,=1.52%, and time of ma&m &=0.6s 
and 0.4 s. The referenoe model is also used for description of the 
sensitivity model G,. Five linguistic subsets have been defined for 
both fuzzy controller inputs (universes of discourse E and DY): 
LN, MN, Z, MP,LP. A linear distribution of the corresponding 
membership functions (7) has been selected. 

Fig. 5 .  Afiidiontorque. 

The proposed selflearning fuzzy control method has been 
experimentally tested for a series of step changes of the 
reference input equal to A0,=*20" in two intentionally selected 
operating points, B0=0" and eo=-900, which correspond to the 
extrema1 magnitudes of a positiou dependent load torque T,. 

Fig. 8a shows the reference model (&=0.6s) and the 
measured position responses obtained after two runs of the 
system (one in ench d b t i o n )  under full load weight (T,,=max) 
conditions in the operating point Oo=O". Effects of friction and 
uoulinear time-varying load reflect in daerent dynamics for 
each direction and in the presence of a steady state error. Figs. 
8b and 80 show the tracking error and the controller output 
responses, respectively. In the first run, a dynamic behavior is 
determined only by the proportional coutroller (Fig. 1) and the 
tracking error exceeds 30% of the imposed change of the 
reference input. 

Fig. 6. Anonlinear shaff load 

E 
K 

Y 

Fig. 7. W e  slmdure of a nonlinear positianing mntral loop. 
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Rg. 8 Start of lamin 8 (0 0' 0' ). ' the reference model and the system output 
responses (a , e trackmg mor responses (b) and the self-leammg 
iiuzy mtro1a output raponses (0). 

n I I 
c 

Fig. 10. scn!tofIeaming(0~=-9oo): therefermcemodel andthesystem output 
responses (a the tracking mor rapmses @) and the self-lammg 
fuzzy CnntroI output responses (C). 

.... I / \ / 

b 
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Figs. 9a, 9b and 9c sliow tlie same group of responses 
obtained after coniplelion of learning (after twelve positive 
runs of the system). Now llic syslcin follows llie rekrence 
model very closely and llie masimum tracking error value is 
kepl below 5%, thus proving a Cast convergence of the 
learning process. In addition, tlie controller outpnl (Fig. 9c) 
has a very acceptable nonoscillalory form and the steady-stale 
system error is kept at zero as required. 

Figs. IOa, IOb and 1Oc sliow the same group of responses 
obtained after first two mns of the sysccm undcr full load 
weight conditions in the operating point Oo=-900. This is the 
most difficull starting opwiting point which resnlts in the 
highest stead) state error (ovc1: 150%, due to tllc presence of 
active load which cannot be compensated only by nieans of a 
P controller). 

Figs. I la, I lb  and I I C  show tlic sanic group of responses 
obtaincd 'acr  completion of Icarning (sligblly longer, i.e. 
after fourteen iterations). Tlie system follows the reference 
model very closely and tlie maximuin tracking error value is 
kept below 5%. while tlie steady-state system error is kept a1 
zero as required. The controller oiitpiil (Fig. 1 IC) has retained 
a very acceptable nonoscillatory torin. 

More expcriinenls with clianged reference model 
paraincters (1,,=0.4s) indicaled lbat the choice of referencc 
model parameters does not iilnnciice much llie convergence 
of the learning process. We also tried to improve performance 
by adding an integral tcrin in partillcl to tlic P controller and 
SLFLC to raise llic stcady slate accuracy, but responses 
obtained in the presence of tlic integral term did not diWr 
much from those obtained wilbout it. Namely. the integral 
tenn was activaled condition~~lly (i.c. only il i t  was necessary) 
after niajor part of llic learning process was completed. 

VI. CONCI.IISIONS 

The paper presents a selflearning fiIzzy logic control 
(SLFLC) sclieine suitable Tor coiilrol of nonlincar astatic 
systems. A learning law is based 011 the use of a referencc 
model and a sensitivity niodcl buil l w.r.1. to l l i e  fuzzy 
controller parameters. Siniulalioii and csperimcntal resnlts 
obtained in tbc lionlinear position control loop of a dc servo 
motor drivc have coilrirnted a l as l  colivergence of learning 
and effectivc conlrol without sleady stale errors and with very 
close following of tlic rercrencc niodcl dyiianiics. 
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